Town Centre Management Group
Meeting
18th November 2015

Attendees: Ian Gill (WLBC), Colin Brady (WLBC), Lisa Ratican (WLBC), Dave Mutch (OCP), Martin Walsh (OCP), Katie Givens (LO), David Wilkinson (LO), Denise Hodge (BITC), Mark Allanson
(EH) Paul Malone (EHSU), Cleve Rushton (EHSU)
Apologies: Gareth Mc Bride (BITC)
Chair: Ian Gill

Agenda
1. Welcome & Introductions
2. Town Centre Strategy Overview and Purpose
3. Terms of Reference (ToR)
4. Overview of Market Research Proposal
5. Sub Groups Formalisation
6. Christmas Events
7. Chair For Future Meetings

1. Welcome & Introductions
Attendees gave round the table introductions to the group.

2. Town Centre Strategy Overview and Purpose
IG gave an overview of the Town Centre Management Group and explained how it will work,
its purpose to better co-ordinate, monitor and deliver outcomes detailed in the action plan. IG
explained that it was a positive approach in working together with partners to drive the OTC action
plan forward.
IG requested partners send in their signed endorsements and organisation logos to Dominic Carr
as soon as possible.
IG talked through the proposed engagement and delivery structure and explained that:
•

Management group will meet every 3 months

•

It will be a high level group with a strategic view to discuss what the sub groups will deliver

•

Guests can be invited if relevant to the topic as and when required

•

Regular updates to be fed back to Council’s Cabinet

DM asked if Lancashire County Council (LCC) would be involved. IG explained that LCC won’t
have representation at the meetings; however, WLBC would feedback to LCC on the group’s
behalf and also feedback any updates from LCC at future management group meetings.
KG mentioned budgets, IG explained money is set aside and the group must be realistic with
what resources are available. IG also explained that additional funding could be accessed via
the establishment of a Business Improvement District (BID) and through other partners. IG
emphasised that the key message was to think smartly and prioritise what can be done within the
remit.
Discussions arose regarding Ormskirk’s future, its vision, how to make it sustainable and attractive
to investments and how this can be achieved. MA suggested using an incremental approach. IG
mentioned branding of Ormskirk as being an important factor to the delivery of the actions set out.
MW suggested formulating a wish list using best value for money to achieve quick wins.
PM mentioned the collection of Intel data as being a critical and priority factor, to capture data from
a variety of audiences. There was agreement that there was a need for new data and more coordinated data between partners.
MA talked about retaining Ormskirk’s customers, use information collected to find out what
Ormskirk’s distinctive features are in order to attract investors.
Discussions arose around Ormskirk Market and Parking; IG summarised and reinforced the
message that the group will work together to move these actions forward. He said that actions will
be passed down to the sub groups from the management group who are key to their delivery.
Actions: All

3. Terms of Reference (ToR)
IG explained ToR and asked for any questions from the group regarding them.
MA raised a concern, can we deliver item 1.2. Specifically the group will work to deliver a
resolution to the management issues within the Town Centre.
IG suggested an amendment to item 1:2 be changed to: Oversee the delivery of the Ormskirk
Town Centre action plan.
Group agreed ToR
DM asked if three monthly meetings are enough and would the sub-groups meet more regularly.
IG agreed that sub-groups may need to meet more often, depending on actions fed down from the
management group but said that it will be for the sub groups to decide.
Group agreed Wednesdays as a good day for future Management Group meetings
CR suggested meetings be scheduled in and diarised from onset.
Discussion led to sub-groups:
• Marketing
•

Building and Public Realm
•

Markets and Car Park
•

BID
IG discussed the BID group, and explained it was high on the
agenda and requested an early meeting to discuss in more
detail. IG will circulate information on the BID process to all
members of the group.
KG/DW suggested that a BID is too early at this stage

and felt all groups should work together for at least 6 months therefore putting them in a stronger
position to form a BID group. Other members of the group agreed.
IG said that he would still like a discussion on this and would meet with Love Ormskirk/BITC and
Edge Hill just to ensure we were moving forward in an appropriate way but as quickly as possible.
A report will be prepared for the Council setting out the process and timescales for a BID.
Actions: IG

4. Overview of Market Research Proposal
IG gave an update on the development of the Market Research brief which had been completed
and copies sent to all group members for comment. It was agreed that all those who have not
received it will be sent a copy. This piece of work is being funded by West Lancashire Borough
Council (WLBC).
There was discussion around bidding for this piece of
work, WLBC are happy if groups wished to bid to deliver
the Market Research project, however concerns were
raised that they may not be seen as being independent.
DM raised a point regarding the cost of the project, IG
supports the work as being crucial and the comparable
cost is acceptable for this important piece of work.
IG asked for any further comments, CR mentioned
students are already bombarded with surveys and may
be reluctant to take part, MA agreed and suggested
using a sophisticated approach in order for is to be
readily received by students.
Actions: LR

5. Sub Groups Formalisation
IG asked for representation from partners to attend sub
–groups. DM asked if organisations from the faith sectors
would be invited to the sub group meetings.
IG agreed that organisations/groups as such can be invited
but only as a guest as and when required.
IG informed the first sub group meetings will be held mid-January
2016 and to limit attendees to two people from each organisation,
although some flexibility may be required where it is important for
certain people to attend. This will be at the Group’s discretion, but he
emphasised that it is important that groups don’t become too unwieldy.
He also said that it would be possible to invite certain groups to make a presentation for part of the
meeting (e.g. market traders) after which they could leave for a discussion to take place.
WLBC will secretariat the management group meetings, circulate dates, agenda’s and minutes.

6. Christmas Events
Group considered the Christmas events calendar.
DM briefed group on a Sleepover at the Clock Tower event on 12th Dec, LR agreed to add this
event to Visit Lancashire’s website to help populate. DM to send further details to LR for circulation

to the Group.
Actions: DM/LR

7. Chair For Future Meetings
The group agreed IG to Chair future Management Group meetings, and agreed Wednesdays as
the best day to meet.
It was requested that a contact list of Management Group attendees be circulated to all.
Actions: LR
Meeting ended

